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REALLY Basic Electrical Theory

The drawing above, (for those that don't recognise my artistic talent) is a
tank of liquid with three holes in the side of the tank.
It has volume in litres, pressure which increases the deeper you go and liquid flow which is greatest at the bottom hole and least at the top hole.
Electricity can be compared to the drawing above.
Voltage can be compared to the pressure in the tank. Amps (or amperes)
also called current can be compared to the flow out of the holes. When we
refer to electrical resistance we can see the size of the holes will control the
flow, bigger holes equal less resistance and thus more flow, likewise small
holes is more resistance and so less flow.
For this example the holes are all of the same size (resistance) and the flow
(amps) is greatest at the bottom of the tank because the pressure (volts) is
greater at the bottom of the tank.

The volume (litres) of the tank could also be compared to a rechargeable
battery. If you take 50 litres out of the tank then to fill the tank you need to
add 50 litres back to fill. A typical house battery is rated at 100 ampere
hours or ah. Think of these ampere hours in the same way as the litres in
the tank. In theory this means the battery can provide 1 amp for 100 hours
or 100 amps for 1 hour or any other combination that adds up to 100. In
practice these figures are a guide only, the actual performance will be affected by other factors for example the type of battery, the days temperature
and other factors.
So you can now see that if we half discharge(flatten) our 100 ah house battery we need to replace 50 ah back into our battery. So you can see that if
your battery charger is a 25 amp rated unit then it will take 2 hours to
charge, IN THEORY! In reality because nothing is 100% efficient it will
take longer also the output from your battery charger in not constant and
will reduce as the battery becomes charged to protect the battery from overheating.
Now I know just as there are some knowledgeable bush mechanics amongst
our members and there are as many knowledgeable bush electricians even
one so smart that he has a great name for a sparky.
To those for whom this article is simplistic I apologise but if I have helped
even one member gain a little knowledge then that makes me a proud old
electrician.
If there is interest expressed I could put together a simple course on some
basic fault finding skills. I could show things such as: how to use a multimeter and a test lamp to repair trailer wiring; how to check your boats
charging circuit; how to tell if your battery is faulty; and finally answer any
queries.
Written by John Whittles

After an eventful trip travelling to Sussex (with the tragic loss of our tender), we managed to turn it into
a very enjoyable weekend.
Meeting Jill & Glad in Gi Gi 2, at the ramp we were then joined by Max & Margaret (Edenvale) & Phil
& Silva (Highly Strung), after launching our boats with the exception of Highly Strung due to battery
problems. We travelled down too little Manly for a swim to be joined then by the now repaired Highly
Strung, and followed by Mark & Jane (Monty) welcome back after your tripping around in the van, then
Brenton & Jacqui (Roxsand).
With clear crystal waters, that were very inviting, it was time for a swim, after cooling off there were a
few sour faces when it was time to retreat to Chris Creek to start the raft up and a bit of shade and refreshments, Later we had the pleasure of Michael & Diana, (Maria Christine) Roger & Athena (Athena)
and then Garry & Narelle (Palace).
Saturday saw us go for a trip around the canals, and then up the creek (Not ship creek) towards the Basin and we then welcomed Matthew, Evelyn and family. With lunch over it was again time to swim.
With a slight wind it was time to seek refuge back to Chris Creek for the night. With 10 boats in the raft
up saw our land based neighbours taking photos off us, very impressive.
The evening saw 6 couples go ashore to go to dinner, only to be split into 2 groups due to one of our
members not having photo ID, so a warning if you are visiting Sussex RSL remember your ID or you
don’t get in.
Sunday saw us take a slow meander towards the opening, and with the sun gone for the day a tad grey
and damp we then retreated back to our safe haven. With some members saying farewell to start their
journey home.

Also Congratulations to Narelle on her retirement, which enabled them to stay on without having to
worry about work, although they had to leave on Monday due to the need to pack there van for their first
trip.
Looking forward to catching up again soon.
Happy and safe boating
Maxine

WOW after being subjected to mean weather for the week before this adventure, we were blessed with perfect weather.
After arriving at the ramp midmorning we were joined by Phil & Silva in Highly Strung closely followed
by Michael & Diana in Maria Christine.
Before leaving the ramp we discussed where we would go for lunch, so off to Refuge Bay we head. Calm
and pristine waters welcomed us with only a small amount of water trickling down the waterfall and a very
inquisitive turtle popping head up to check us out. Before lunch Michael set up his fishing rod and 2 lovely
Flatheads were in his fridge. Phil was the one to test the waters with his first swim for the weekend.
Off to Houseboat Bay to await the other members that were launching after work, don’t worry Athena retirement awaits you and no more sickies are required, awaiting our arrival was Max & Margaret in Eden
Vale on a mooring.
While we were waiting Ray was setting up the raft for the night, with his NEW tender so he sets off to secure the back anchor, and true to form the NEW tender christened Ray twice. Then with Michael coming
into the raft up shouted out to Ray to throw down his fender, always very obliging Ray threw the said
fender only to find it was not secured, DAM that was tied on, my response to that was “SO WAS THE
TENDER”. Then Roger and Athena in Athena joined us for the night.
Saturday saw us joined by Matthew, Evelyn, and children Eleanor & Daniel in Evaline (formally Spunk
Bubble) also our newest members David and Sandra in their new boat still to be formally named. After introductions and hellos Athena, Eden Vale, Maria Christine and Highly Strung head off to Cottage Point for
coffee, while Ray & I head up the river to show David & Sandra and Evaline the Parramatta Wreck and
other attractions in the area, as this was their first trip on the Hawkesbury.
Lunch time saw us all gather at Refuge Bay to be joined by Ken & Helen in Glissando. As per usual out
came the fishing rods again and Phil swim it was rest time, before going off to our night mooring.
Castle Lagoon was the anchorage for the night, so after Roger and Michael set up the back anchor (and
stayed dry) it was time for happy hour and welcoming our new members. This night also we were joined in
the bay by several catamarans and a couple of yachts raft together and we witnessed a wedding on the bow
of one of the catamarans.
Sunday saw us wake to another perfect day, which was slightly disappointing for the ones who had to leave
us to go home, but not until after lunch which we had down Smiths Creek (not up ship creek). Highly
Strung and To the Max went off to House Boat Bay for the afternoon as we had to leave as well but not
until the rush at the ramp finished.
We would like to thank all who joined us for another great weekend and look forward to seeing you all
again at Easter on Lake Macquarie.
Cheers
Maxine & Ray
To the Max

Arriving for a great Whittley weekend at the Hawkesbury River.
And amazingly the Sun came out.

Ray taking an unscheduled dip in the water.

Cottage Point, for coffee, newspapers, ice, breakfast.
Great place to stock up, if needed.

Castle Lagoon now known as Castle Bay on some maps

members Mathew, Evelyn, Eleanor and Daniel

Refuge Bay for lunch

Smiths Creek, a very calm and peaceful place to anchor.
Look closely at the rock it does look like a Snapper.

ORANGE WINE TOUR 2017
LONG WEEKEND JUNE 9 to 12

